In this paper, we propose a universal biped walking generator that can plan smooth and flexible walking motions in complex environments, including stairs, slopes, and obstacles. In addition to generating collision-free patterns while keeping the balance of the robot, this generator also checks whether the patterns are achievable for the robot. Aiming at this goal, we introduce a simplified walking method to specify the complete biped motions with the unit of a walking step, instead of a time step of the robot's working time used in usual methods. The zero moment point sampling search is also proposed as an efficient method to determine the walking solution for a feasible footstep plan while simultaneously considering dynamic balance and feasibility. Furthermore, another sampling-based algorithm is proposed to revise unfeasible footstep plans to feasible ones. The feasibility and the efficiency of our proposed approach are demonstrated by experiments on simulated and real Nao robots.
Introduction
In recent years, humanoid robots have drawn more and more attention in robotics research. They are suited to work in daily environments because the construction of humanoid robots is more similar to human beings than other types of robots. In our daily lives, walking on stairs and slopes is quite normal, and we sometimes walk in unusual ways when there are obstacles on the floor. However, planning walking motion in complex environments is difficult for robots. Therefore, it is desirable for a humanoid robot to have a universal planner that will generate biped motion in different types of environments.
To realize successful motion, several constraints should be addressed. First, the robot should keep its body balance while walking. Second, the robot should avoid unnecessary collision with any obstacles in the environment. The collisions will exert unpredictable external forces on the robot, which may inhibit its ability to complete an expected motion. Third, all generated motion should actually be achievable for the robot. There has to be no collision among the parts of the robot itself, the desired position of each end effector has to be reachable for the robot, and no joint angle should exceed the angle limitations. Furthermore, even the angular velocity and the torque for each joint may be examined to ensure that there is no potential harm to the robot. Many studies have focused on the first two constraints, while the third constraint has been rarely investigated, even ignored, because of the huge computation cost involved.
In this paper, we introduce a series of techniques to plan walking motions with considering the aforementioned constraints. Initially, a new mechanism, named simplified walking, is presented to generate walking patterns. With this mechanism, the continuous motion control in three-dimensional (3D) space is converted to the decision of a zero moment point (ZMP) in horizontal plane for each walking step, so that complex biped motions can be planned with highly reduced computation cost. Subsequently, we propose a novel topic in biped navigation, which is how to determine and revise unfeasible footstep plans. An efficient stochastic search algorithm, named ZMP Sampling Search, is proposed to search for the walking solutions of feasible footstep plans, while the Footstep Revision technique revises unfeasible ones. To demonstrate the performance of our algorithm, we conduct several experiments to generate walking motions using both simulated and real humanoid robots.
Related work
To plan biped motions in a complex environment, two topics must be addressed: how to obtain feasible footsteps in the environment, and how to generate smooth walking patterns according to the footstep plan.
In robot footstep planning, the heuristic search algorithm 1 has enjoyed much success. Exciting experiments have been demonstrated on ASIMO to plan footsteps in environments having dynamic obstacles.
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Since its introduction, the ZMP 3 has become a very important concept in the motion planning of bipedal robots. The ZMP-based methods have been proposed to generate complex and flexible biped walking motions. Nishiwaki et al. 4 proposed an online method to smoothly connect subsequent patterns. The analytical solutionbased method 5 was introduced to realize the stable and fast change of gait. The ZMP preview control 6 was proposed as a real-time method to generate smooth center of mass (CoM) trajectory for given footsteps by employing a preview demanded optimal controller.
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Walking on uneven terrains is another important topic in humanoid walking planning. There are mainly two types of approaches in solving this kind of planning. The first type, aimed at making the robot walk on unknown terrains, is based on sensor feedbacks. The torques on the ankles of robots provide important feedbacks in generating robust biped patterns. 8 The neural oscillator 9 is successfully used on QRIO for terrains with slippery slopes. The second type is based on the precise model of the environment. Takanishi et al. 10 presented an approach to generate walking patterns on uneven surfaces by using FFT to obtain trunk motions. Kajita et al. 6 demonstrated a walking motion on stairs by using ZMP preview control. A pattern generator considering hand contacts with the environment was presented by Hirukawa et al. 11 Hauser et al. 12 proposed a general planner to compute motion on varied terrains for both humanoid robots and multi-legged robots. To make the robot work in daily environments, we consider the terrain that has a certain model. We also assume that the friction is sufficient for the robot to walk without any slipping, and the stairs are not too high relative to the height of the robot. Recently, stochastic search has been widely and successfully used in robot motion planning. Both PRM 13 and RRT 14 have been proposed as efficient methods to generate collision-free motions for robots. A two-stage search strategy 12 has been presented to generate footsteps and the motions of each step. Harada et al. 15 proposed a method to simultaneously plan full-body motions and footstep placements while keeping the balance of the robot. A powerful capability in finding solutions to various constraints is demonstrated by stochastic search methods. With inspiration from these studies, we propose two sampling-based algorithms in this paper: one to generate smooth walking patterns with a given footstep plan, and the other to revise unfeasible footstep plans.
Architecture overview
In this paper, we introduce a universal walking generator for a humanoid robot to accomplish walking tasks in complex environments. For each task, the robot is given an initial foot gesture, a final foot gesture, and the precise model of the environment. A smooth walking pattern should be generated, and it should lead the robot toward the configured goal. Our generator has four primary modules. In this section, we briefly introduce each module. Footstep Generation is the highest level of our architecture. The module employs the heuristic search algorithm in generating footstep plans, leading the robot to walk toward a specified destination.
ZMP Sampling Search is an efficient stochastic search algorithm to determine the walking solution with a given footstep plan. Simplified walking is proposed as a simplified dynamic model of biped walking. Using this method, ZMP trajectory generation is converted to a problem to solve a series of ZMPs.
Footstep Revision is a sampling-based revision algorithm. The module revises a part of the footstep plan, which is not feasible for the robot in completing the walking motion. The revision may hinder the robot from arriving at the destination. Thus, the revised footstep plan is put into the footstep generation module to determine whether new footsteps should be generated for the destination.
Walking Pattern Generation generates walking motion in complex environments for real humanoid robots. We consider more detailed dynamic properties. The generator mainly consists of three modules: Double-support Phase Generation is a method to convert part of the simplified walking into double-support phases, which are important for robots to walk stably. Vertical Movement Generation implements the vertical movement of the robot according to the 3D linear inverted pendulum model. With the generation, the robot can plan walking motions on terrains with stairs and slopes. CoM Trajectory Revision for Multi-body Model revises the difference between the multi-body model and the linear inverted pendulum model. Currently, our walking generator is an offline approach. The full architecture is demonstrated in Fig. 1. 
Dynamic Models
The ZMP 3, 16 is an important concept in biped walking. It is defined as a point on the floor where the sum of all the moments (due to gravity and inertial forces) equals zero. 17 When the ZMP is within the convex hull of the contact points between the feet and the floor, the robot can walk in a stable manner. We use the 3D linear inverted pendulum (3D-LIP) 18 to describe the approximate movement of a biped walking when the robot is supporting its body on one leg. A 3D-LIP is an inverted pendulum that moves on a specific plane. Assuming the current ZMP of the pendulum is at (p x , p y , p z ), the physical model shown in Fig. 2 can be described according to the definition of ZMP, as follows where g is the acceleration due to gravity; (x, y, z) and (ẍ,ÿ,z) are the position and the acceleration of the pendulum, respectively. We present the constraint plane with a normal vector of (k x , k y , −1) and an intersection with the z-axis, z c . The constraints of the position and the acceleration of a 3D-LIP are given by
Substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) into Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain the following equations that are independent from the movement in the z-axis:
where z p is a constant value when the LIP moves with a specified ZMP. Solving Eq. (5) as a differential equation, we get the relationship between a final state and an initial state in the x-axis of the LIP including the position and the velocity:
where
T is the final state at time t, and q is the constant g/z p . We can rewrite Eqs. (8) and (9) as follows
where I is a 2 × 2 identity matrix and A(t) is a state transition matrix which only depends on the duration t:
By defining the horizontal state of 3D-LIP at time t as X(t) =
x(t) y(t)
x(t)ẏ(t) and the control input as U = px py 0 0 , we obtain
where X(t 0 ) is the initial state of the LIP. Therefore, the motion planning of a 3D-LIP can be converted to the planning problem of the horizontal movement. The related vertical movement can be solved according to Eq. (3).
Biped Pattern Generation Based on Simplified Walking
Biped walking is a complex nonlinear dynamic process. Complete walking consists of two types of phases: the double-support phases and the single-support phases. 17, 19, 20 In this paper, we use a new approach, named simplified walking, to generate biped walking patterns. First, we simplify the walking process as a series of single-support phases acting on the CoM of the robot. Second, we find possible walking solutions that satisfy multiple walking constraints (which are proposed in the next section). Finally, we convert simplified walking to real patterns by considering double-support phases, height alteration, and multi-body physical properties.
Simplified walking
Simplified walking is a theoretic walking process based on a series of assumptions. It requires low computation and provides us a new layer to plan biped motions. To generate walking patterns for real robots, the simplifications will be reverted by using the techniques mentioned in the following three subsections. A simplified walking is described as follows:
(1) The robot is considered as a linear inverted pendulum which is supported by one of its feet. The mass of the robot is distributed on the CoM which moves on a horizontal plane with a constant height. To ensure that the CoM trajectory is continuous and smooth, the final state of the kth simplified step should have the same position and velocity as the initial state of the (k+1)th step. The transition equation from the initial state of the kth simplified step to the initial state of the (k + 1)th step is given by
Therefore, the CoM trajectory generation, which is a continuous planning problem, is converted to a discrete decision process. With a series of ZMP decisions, we can regenerate the whole CoM trajectory using Eqs. (12) and (13) . Simplified walking brings us a neat and brief description of the CoM movements in biped motions, which makes it easy for long distance planning and online replanning. We find useful characteristics of simplified walking, which are important for our sampling search algorithm. 
Proof.
Let s and c represent sinh(qt) and cosh(qt), respectively. We can rewrite Eq. (12) by the definition of the transition matrix according to Eq. (11) as follows
Let
T and let V (t) denote the velocity [ẋ(t)ẏ(t)] T . We get
Therefore, with given P (t 0 + t), P (t 0 ), and V (t 0 ), the ZMP decision p can be obtained according to Eq. (16). 
where X 1 is the initial state, X 2 is the final state, X m is the initial state of the second simplified step, A 1 is the transition matrix for the first step, A 2 is for the second step, and U 1 = px1 py1 0 0
and U 2 = px2 py2 0 0
are the control inputs for these two steps. Because |A(t)| ≡ 1, the transition matrix is invertible. We can rewrite Eq. (19) as
Let E1 denote px2 py2 . The control inputs can be written as
U can be solved by using Eqs. (18) and (20):
Let s i and c i represent sinh(qt i ) and cosh(qt i ) respectively. According to the definition of transition matrix, we get 
The pair of ZMPs can be given by E 1 U and E 2 U .
Double-support phase generation
With a series of ZMP decisions and related supporting durations, a smooth CoM trajectory can be generated. However, in the real walking process of a robot, ZMP cannot immediately be switched from one foot to the other. We solve this problem by converting part of each simplified step to the double-support phase. In this phase, ZMP has a constant velocity for smooth switching. We discretize the time with time step ∆t. Let x i denote the position in the x-axis at the ith time step. We can present the acceleration at each time step as
2 . According to Eq. (5), the ZMP at each time step is given by p xi = x i −ẍ i z p /g. We introduce an evaluation to describe the difference between the current ZMP trajectory and the desired ZMP trajectory on the x-axis.
where p * xi is the desired ZMP at the ith time step, and d 1 and d 2 are the beginning time step and the ending time step of this double-support phase, respectively. x d1−1 and x d2+1 are the boundary positions from the neighboring single-support phases. x d1 to x d2 are solved by the following partial differential equations to obtain the minimum value of E:
Similarly, we can calculate the CoM trajectory on the y-axis to generate a complete double-support phase trajectory in the horizontal plane. In Fig. 3(a) , we demonstrate the CoM trajectory of a simplified walking. The walking process only consists of single-support phases which are drawn in light color. The robot uses a single ZMP decision for each step. In Fig. 3(b) , part of the CoM trajectory is converted into double-support phases (drawn in dark color) by solving Eq. (25), to make the ZMP move in a constant velocity.
Vertical movement generation
The height alteration of the CoM is a key point in making the robot walk on uneven terrains. In this paper, we assume that the environment has a static and certain model, hence the height of each stair and the angle of each slope have been specified when we construct the working environment. Therefore, the contact points between the robot's feet and the floor can be primarily calculated by the environment model. In realistic walking, precise adjustments should be made by using sensor feedbacks to realize stable walking motions. We use a simple and efficient method to achieve the height alteration. To simplify our planning problem, we use a constant value for z p , which is mentioned in Eq. (7), for the whole walking process. This specification gives the transition matrix (11) a standard presentation, which depends on supporting durations. For each simplified step, we calculate a constraint plane to generate the vertical movement of the CoM.
Let (p x k , p y k , p z k ) denote the ZMP for the kth step (p z k is the height of the contact point where the horizontal position is the kth ZMP decision), and let z = k x k x + k y k y + z c k denote the constraint plane for the CoM movement of this step. The following equation is given according to Eq. (7):
Assuming that the initial CoM position and the final CoM position of the kth simplified step are (x a , y a , z a ) and (x b , y b , z b ), respectively, we obtain
In our approach, we specify z a = (
The constraint plane can be solved by Eqs. (26)- (28). With the generated horizontal CoM trajectory, we can easily calculate the detailed vertical movement according to Eq. (3). It should be noted that, our vertical movement generation is an approximate approach when the robot is being supported by its two legs on an uneven terrain. First, the ZMPs, which are determined by the ZMP decisions of simplified walking, have been modified in double-support phase generation. Second, the height alteration does not have a continuous velocity when one simplified step is switched to the next one. To realize a smooth connection, a slight modification can be applied to the trajectory segment near the connection point. Moreover, several researchers have indicated that, ZMP cannot be the criterion of stability when the supporting feet of the robot are not on a same plane. 11, 21, 22 This situation occurs when the robot walks on stairs or when the current walking terrain is changed. However, when the height difference or the angle difference of two supporting feet is relatively small, it is reasonable for us to approximate the terrain for this step by a slope. Along this hypothetical slope, the ZMP decision can be switched from one foot to the other in the double-support phase.
CoM trajectory revision for multi-body model
A humanoid robot is a multi-body physical system. When the robot is walking, there are ZMP errors caused by the difference between the simple 3D-LIP model and the multi-body model. When the errors become too big to keep the ZMP within the stable margin 23 of the supporting feet, the robot may fall down. Hence, ZMP preview control is a powerful tool in revising this error. As shown in Fig. 4 , we use a scheme similar to the one proposed by Kajita et al. 6 We first calculate the detailed robot state to obtain the multi-body ZMP which considers the mass distribution of the robot.
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where, m i and (I ix , I iy , I iz ) T are the mass and inertia tensor of the robot's ith link, (
T are the position, acceleration, and angular acceleration of the ith link. When the supporting feet are not on the same plane, we use the approximate slope mentioned in the previous section to calculate the multi-body ZMP.
The ZMP difference between the multi-body model and the 3D-LIP model is the input of a preview controller.
7 A compensated trajectory is generated. In the original scheme, the revised trajectory is directly calculated by the sum of the CoM trajectory and the compensated trajectory. However, sometimes the revised pattern cannot be achieved by the robot, even though the unrevised pattern is feasible. Hence, our CoM trajectory revision includes a feasibility checking using inverse kinematics. When the pattern cannot be achieved, our revision will reduce the compensation to ensure the feasibility of the pattern. This phenomenon mostly occurs when the robot is walking with a large step length or with a fast speed. Finally, all trajectories are synchronized to generate the full-body walking patterns of the robot, because the preview controller adds a delay to the CoM trajectory. We demonstrate an example of the improved revision in Fig. 5 with a previewing period of 0.8 s. The robot performs a three-step straight walking in this demonstration. 
ZMP Sampling Search
The ZMP sampling search is a technique to determine a series of ZMP decisions as the solution of simplified walking, named ZMP solution. With this solution, we can generate the walking patterns to achieve real biped walking by using the methods described in the previous sections. The search concerns two types of requirements: whether the walking process is stable and whether the final generated patterns are feasible.
In this section, we introduce two ZMP sampling search algorithms. The first is the unidirectional search, which works when the robot does not have a specific final state. The second is the bidirectional search, which can achieve a given final state. The approach was first proposed in our previous work. 25 We extend the algorithms with detailed pattern feasibility checking.
Definitions
The following definitions are used in the algorithm description: ZMP Range Z k : A convex polygon which is the horizontal range of possible ZMP placements for the kth simplified step.
The polygon is calculated according to the contact points between the supporting foot and the floor. We employ an efficient algorithm, which was introduced by Graham, 26 to determine this convex polygon. For purposes of stability, we slightly shrink the polygon to obtain the proper stability margin.
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State s: The horizontal position and the horizontal velocity of the CoM in the global reference frame.
Kinematic range R k : A convex polygon, which is as large as possible, inside the reachable area of the CoM.
When we specify the gestures of both feet of the robot, the CoM has a 2D reachable area in the constraint plane because of the leg shapes and the joint angle limitations of the robot. Generally, the reachable area has an irregular shape. We obtain this area by enumerating grid points while considering self-collisions, joint angle limitations, and the size of each part of the robot's legs.
Given a nonconvex polygon, extract the maximum area subset convex is called potato-peeling problem 27 in computational geometry. For the purpose of algorithm efficiency, we use an approximate method to obtain the kinematic ranges. We search for the maximum area subset polygon of specific shapes. We specify that the polygon is convex and composed of a rectangle and at most four triangles. The vertices of the rectangle should be on the boundary of the reachable area, and each triangle (if it exists) shares a common edge with the rectangle (Fig. 6 ). The extracted polygon can easily be presented and stored in a lookup table. In our sampling search algorithm, we fetch the requested kinematic range by the relative gesture of the right foot with respect to the left foot.
To simplify the planning problem, the kinematic range R k is approximated, assuming that the robot stands on a flat floor. When the height difference between the feet of the robot becomes large, a more detailed lookup table, which considers this difference, should be built.
It includes k-2D points and a final state. The kth point is a ZMP decision controlling the walking in the kth step. The final state is the ending state of the CoM of the kth step. A zero-step sample only has a final state. K-Step sample set S k : A set of a certain number of k-step samples. It has the following form: 
α ← a randomly chosen value between 0 and 1 5
Unidirectional search algorithm
Given a footstep plan and an initial state of the CoM, we use a unidirectional search algorithm to search for a sequence of ZMP decisions that make the robot follow the footstep plan from the initial state. Table 1 shows the pseudocode of our algorithm. We explain each procedure in detail.
Main procedure of unidirectional search
The main loop of the unidirectional search algorithm is an iterative process. The inputs are the ZMP ranges Z 1..k , supporting durations t 1..k , kinematics ranges R 0..k , and the initial state of the CoM s init . The procedure generates an i-step sample set with an (i − 1)-step sample set in the ith loop. The loop terminates whenever there is a failure to generate any sample set. The CONVEX EXPAND function is used to ensure that the ZMP samples for each step are of a certain size. The procedure returns a set of k-step samples, which satisfies all the search constraints.
We assume that a k-step sample set is 1 , p 1,2 , . . . , p 1,k , s 1 ), . . . , (p n,1 , p n,2 , . . . , p n,k , s n )}.
We obtain a ZMP solution from the k-step sample set with the function
Given the sample set, the solution is the average center of the feasible solutions. Due to noise and other disturbances, the average solution is considered much safer than the border solutions. The solution satisfies all the search constraints. This can be proven by mathematical induction, similar as the proof in Sec. 4.2.3.
Sample generation
The GENERATE function is the core of our sampling-based search process. Further, GENERATE returns a set of samples with possible ZMP solutions according to the search constraints.
In each attempt to generate a k-step sample, the algorithm randomly selects an element from the (k − 1)-step sample set. It then uses a random position in R k as the final CoM position of the kth simplified step to obtain the ZMP decision. The final CoM state for this step is calculated using the ZMP decision. The new k-step sample is created and added to the k-step sample set when the search constraints are satisfied. The size of the sample set will not exceed N gen . The search terminates when we fail to obtain a sample in N fail attempts.
The function SOLVE ZMP returns the ZMP decision, which makes the LIP swing from the initial state s to a specific final position r within a duration of t k according to Eq. (16) . The function LIP(s, p k , t k ) calculates the final state, given an initial state s, a ZMP decision p k , and a duration time t k according to Eq. (12) .
To explain the search constraints, we divide the k th simplified step into three parts (L 1 , L 1 , and L 3 ) as shown in Fig. 7 . In Sec. 3.2, the first part (L 1 ) of the kth Fig. 7 . Division of a simplified step.
step will be converted to a double-support phase together with a part of the (k−1)th step. We approximate the CoM trajectory during this double-support phase as a line segment. The whole line segment should be inside the kinematic range R k−1 because both feet of the robot are on the floor in this phase. Let T 0 and T 1 denote the beginning and the ending time of this double-support phase, respectively. We conclude that the CoM positions at T 0 and T 1 should be inside R k−1 . Similarly, if T 2 and T 3 are the beginning and the ending time of the next double-support phase, respectively, the CoM positions at T 2 and T 3 should be inside R k .
If LIP swings from state s with a specific ZMP p, let P(s, p, t) and V(s,
The function CONSTRAINTS SATISFIED determines whether the following search constraints, named sample constraints, are satisfied.
where, (a) is the constraint ensuring that the robot walks in a stable manner, (b) and (c) are the constraints ensuring that the patterns generated in doublesupport phases are feasible, and constraint (d) specifies a limitation of the CoM speed.
Our GENERATE function is an incomplete search process. The loop terminates in M iterations whenever it gets N gen samples, where M is a given constant. Thus, when the generation function returns an empty sample set, we cannot determine whether a sample exists. However, we do know that it is very difficult to find a sample; hence, the solution (if it exists) must be in a tiny area of the solution space. In a complex nonlinear system full of noise, it is unwise to use a solution that demands high-precision robot control. In this case, the higher-level planner should recognize the problem and adjust the footstep plan accordingly.
We also find that it is not necessary to complete M attempts when it is difficult to obtain a sample. The loop can be terminated earlier in N fail attempts when no sample is found. Further, N fail is estimated by the (k − 1)-step sample set and the area of R k .
Initially, we calculate a convex hull for the final positions of all the samples in S k−1 . Let ψ denote the area of this convex hull, and let ζ denote the area of kinematic range R k . We assume that a valid sample can be found only when the range of the initial CoM positions and the range of the final CoM positions of all valid samples both have areas more than ε (specified as 1 cm 2 in our experiments).
We also assume that the final positions of the samples in S k−1 are approximately uniform distributed in their convex hull.
The probability that a sample can be found in one attempt can be given by p a = ε 2 /(ψζ) (For the reason that S 0 has only one sample, the equation should be modified as p a = ε/ζ in that situation.) When the samples actually exist, the probability that we cannot find a sample after N attempts is given by p = (1−p a ) N . Therefore, when we want to ensure that no sample exists with the probability of p d , N fail is estimated as
Convex expansion
In our sample generation, (k − 1)-step samples are chosen to generate the k-step sample set. Usually, the ZMP decisions for the (k−1)th step will have fewer different positions when we finish this generation. Along with repeating the sample generation to obtain a further sample set, fewer and fewer different positions of ZMP decisions for the (k −1)th step remain. When the search algorithm is repeatedly performed on the same foot step plan, fewer different positions for the ZMP decisions may lead to the larger difference of ZMP solution obtained by Eq. (32) . In realistic applications, too much change in replanning is not suitable for planning detailed motions for the robot. Convex expansion is an important technique to reduce the uncertainty of our sampling search algorithm. The CONVEX EXPAND function creates k-step samples by repeatedly combining two randomly selected k-step samples using a linear-combination. Assuming that two k-step samples are selected: π k 1 = (p 1,1 , p 1,2 , . . . , p 1,k , s 1 ) and π k 2 = (p 2,1 , p 2,2 , . . . , p 2,k , s 2 ), a linear-combined k-step sample can be calculated by a random value α which is between 0 and 1 as follows
Theorem 3. A linear-combined sample is achievable, and it satisfies the sample constraints (in Sec. 4.2.2).
Proof. For sample π k i , we denote the initial state as X i,0 , the final state of the kth step as X i,k , the kth state transition matrix as A k , and the kth input control (which depends on the kth ZMP decision) as U i,k .
For the initial state of the two selected samples, we know that X 1,0 = X 2,0 = X 0 . The combined initial state satisfies X c,0 = X 0 .
We assume that we can obtain the kth combined state X c,k using the former k combined ZMP decisions. We rewrite Eq. (12) to present the transition equation of final states as follows
Let β represent the value of 1 − α. The combined final state of the (k + 1)th step is given by
Therefore, X c,k+1 can be achieved by applying the combined input control U c,k+1 to X c,k . We can conclude that all the steps of a combined sample are achievable. Subsequently, we prove that a linear-combined sample satisfies all sample constraints. According to the definition of ZMP range, we get ∀k, p 1,k ∈ Z k and p 2,k ∈ Z k . The ZMP range is a convex polygon and the equation αp 1,k + βp 2,k generates a point on the line segment between p 1,k and p 2,k ; hence, we conclude that the combined ZMP decision p c,k satisfies p c,k ∈ Z k .
According to Eqs. (16) and (17), the final position and the final velocity of the LIP are linear functions of the initial position, the initial velocity, and the ZMP decision when the supporting duration is given. With the definitions of function P, function V, and durations t a k , t b k , and t k , in sample constraints, we obtain
, and R k−1 is a convex polygon; hence, we are certain that
is also satisfied, because we can consider the range of the velocity as a circle, which is also a convex set.
The convex expansion is an approximate way to expand uniformly distributed ZMP decisions (shown in Fig. 8 ) for each step with our generated sample set.
To demonstrate the effect of convex expansion, we perform ZMP sampling search on a six-step footstep plan hundreds of times on a 2.0 GHz computer. We record the algorithm running time and the standard deviation of the ZMP decisions for each simplified step. Each measurement for a specific size of the sample set is based on repeating the search 100 times. In the measurements, the constant N gen is specified as 500. Table 2 shows the effect. The standard deviation of ZMP decisions for each step is reduced by increasing the size of the sample set, which means more samples are obtained by convex expansion. The running time rises slightly when we enlarge the sample size. Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 
Bidirectional search algorithm
In regular biped walking, it is also important for the robot to arrive at a specific state -for example, to stop moving. The bidirectional search algorithm (shown in Table 3 ) can be used to find the ZMP solution, when the walking planner is given an initial state, a final state, and a footstep plan.
Main procedure of bidirectional search
Our bidirectional search algorithm can be considered as a connection between a unidirectional ZMP solution and a given final state. The process initially generates the first (k − 2)-step sample set, and then tries to calculate the ZMP decisions for the last two steps with FINAL GENERATE. Convex expansion is used to obtain a certain number of the k-step samples.
Final state generation
FINAL GENERATE is a function that enumerates all samples in the generated (k − 2)-step sample set. It connects the final state of each (k − 2)-step sample with Table 3 . Pseudocode of bidirectional search algorithm.
Return S k the specified final state. Function SOLVE DOUBLE ZMPS solves the two ZMP decisions, which, according to Theorem 2, always exist for this connection. The kstep sample is created when the sample constraints for the last two steps are both satisfied.
In Fig. 9 , we demonstrate a six-step sample set obtained by applying bidirectional ZMP sampling search on a six-step footstep plan. The ZMP solution, which is shown as crosses in Fig. 9(b) , is calculated according to Eq. (32) . A detailed demonstration for ZMP samples is shown in Fig. 9(a) .
Sampling-Based Footstep Revision
In Sec. 4.2.2, we mentioned that the ZMP sample generation is an incomplete search process. When the samples are too difficult to be found, the algorithm returns an empty sample set. In this section, we introduce a sampling-based approach, named footstep revision, to modify the given footstep plan when we fail to generate the sample set.
Definitions
In addition to the definitions in Sec. 4.1, new definitions are given here for our algorithm description.
Foot pose F k : A pair F k = (p, θ) with a 2D position on the floor and a direction to describe the gesture of the supporting foot for the kth simplified step in the global reference frame. Revision sample set D: A set of a certain number of revision samples. Environment E: A description of the environment of the working robot.
Footstep revision algorithm
In most cases, we fail to generate the sample set S k with S k−1 because the kinematic range R k is too narrow (or nonexistent) or we cannot find samples that satisfy search constraints. This usually means that the next step is too distant from the current step or has too much direction changes compared with the current step. Since R k depends on the foot poses F k and F k+1 , and we do not want to change R k−1 which is related to the sample set S k−1 , the footstep revision is introduced as an algorithm to search for a proper landing gesture for F k+1 . The pseudocode shown in Table 4 presents the detailed process for footstep revision.
Sample set generation
The revision relies on a revision sample set, which can be generated by the GEN-ERATE REVISION SET function. This generation is similar to the ZMP sample generation described in Sec. 4.2.2. The algorithm attempts M rev times to find possible ZMP decisions which can be applied onto the (k − 1)-step samples to obtain the final states in the CoM range for the kth step. The sample constraints are examined in each attempt, while the kinematic range R k is replaced by the CoM range C in the CONSTRAINTS SATISFIED function. Thereafter, each constraints Table 4 . Pseudocode of footstep revision algorithm. 
satisfied sample, which consists of the kth final state and the beginning position of the double-support phase between the kth step and (k +1)th step, is collected in the revision sample set. As expect, when we get N rev samples, the function returns the current sample set.
Revision for a single step
REVISE SINGLE STEP is the procedure to revise a single step from the given footstep plan. We assume that the ZMP sampling search fails to generate the sample set S k . The last successfully generated sample set S k−1 is helpful in revising the gesture of the (k + 1)th step.
First, we calculate a CoM range, which is determined by the supporting foot with the gesture of F k , to generate a revision sample set. The algorithm returns failure when there is no revision sample found. The main part of the revision is to search for a new gesture F * k+1 to revise F k+1 and to minimize the cost of this modification. The cost can be calculated by the difference between F k+1 and F * k+1 . We use the following evaluation w θ and w h are the weights for these three differences, which depend on the type of modification we prefer in the revision. We enumerate all possible gestures for F * k+1 by discretizating the position and the direction in the placeable range determined by F k . In our algorithm, the range is specified as a rectangle. The following constraints are examined to find a feasible revision solution:
(a) The kinematic range R * k obtained by F k and F * k+1 should exist. (b) The area of R * k is larger than the area of R k , which comes from the unrevised footstep plan. (When a kinematic range does not exist, we define the area of the range as zero.) This constraint can be considered as a guarantee to ensure that the algorithm returns a different revision solution with a larger and larger R * k when REVISE SINGLE STEP is repeatedly executed to revise a footstep.
(c) The current modification cost is less than the least cost of our previous revision solutions. (d) With our revised gesture, it should be feasible for the robot to place its feet on the walking environment. The function ENVIRONMENT SATISFIED(E, F 1 , F 2 ) is used to detect whether the robot is collision-free in environment E when its feet are placed with the gestures of F 1 and F 2 . The gesture of F 2 is also examined in this function to ensure that the ZMP range for this step is sufficiently large for the robot to maintain balance. (e) We approximate the ZMP decision p for the next step as the position of F * k+1 . There should exist a revision sample (s, q) that satisfies q ∈ R * k and P(s, p, t a k+1 ) ∈ R * k , where P(s, p, t a k+1 ) calculates the ending position of the double-support phase between the kth step and (k + 1)th step. Thus, we can be certain that the CoM trajectory of this double-support phase is within R * k .
The algorithm returns a revised gesture with the least cost for this modification, except that no constraint-satisfied solution can be found. Figure 10 demonstrates a successful footstep revision for a single step. In Fig. 10(a) , we fail to generate the 4-step sample set according to the original footstep plan. To revise the fifth footstep, we generate a revision sample set in the CoM range and find a revision solution as shown in Fig. 10(b) . We successfully obtain a ZMP solution by applying ZMP sampling search on the revised footstep plan. The CoM trajectory with doublesupport phases is shown in Fig. 10(c) .
Revision for a footstep plan
There are two main reasons for a failed single step revision. One reason is that the new kinematic range determined by the revised step, shown in Fig. 10(b) , is still not sufficiently large for the ZMP sampling search to obtain a ZMP solution. This problem can be solved by rerunning REVISE SINGLE STEP on the same step. The other reason is that the failure is caused by the former steps; thus, the robot cannot achieve the footstep plan easily by revising the current step. To solve the second problem, we revise the previous step, or earlier steps if the revision on the previous step does not work. Moreover, we find that the revision of one step may lead to more revisions on succeeding footsteps. Therefore, the revision for a complete footstep plan is much more complicated than the revision for a single step. We propose several easy rules for a footstep plan revision.
(1) The revision is accompanied by the ZMP sampling search. When we fail to find the ZMP solution, we obtain the last successfully generated sample set S k−1 . This sample set can help us confirm which step will be revised. (2) Normally, when S k−1 is the last successfully generated sample set, we revise the gesture of the (k + 1)th step. However, when this revision is repeated several times, and we still fail to generate S k , the sample set S k−2 will be used to revise the kth step. Thus, all generated sample sets in the ZMP sampling search have to be reserved for a footstep plan revision. (3) When a single step revision of the (k + 1)th step directly fails, meaning that there is no revision sample generated or no feasible revising gesture is found, we revise the kth step, directly. (4) A special case should be noticed. When the ZMP range of a step is not sufficiently large to obtain a proper stability margin, we revise this step directly.
Footstep revision entails more computation than ZMP sampling search; thus, it would be inefficient to revise a footstep plan repeatedly with no limitation. In this situation, it would be better to apply more constraints on the footstep planning to make the footsteps more achievable. We could then obtain the walking solution by ZMP sampling search with fewer revisions.
Experimental Results

Humanoid robot Nao
The humanoid robot, Nao, is used for our research and experiments. Nao is a new type of full-body humanoid robot produced by Aldebaran Robotics. 28 The robot is introduced in RoboCup 29 for robot soccer competitions. 30 The robot is approximately 60 cm high and weighs approximately 4.5 kg. The robot has 21 degrees of freedom (DOFs). There are two DOFs in the head, four DOFs in each arm, five DOFs in each leg, and one in the pelvis (shared between the legs). The length of the foot (16 cm) is relatively too long for the robot to achieve motions on stairs. Therefore, we reduce this length to 10 cm in the simulated Nao model.
Walking simulation in complex environments
To demonstrate the whole process of planning biped motion, we conduct two tasks in complex environments for simulated Nao. In each task, the robot searches for the footsteps that can lead it to our specified destination, and the robot has to generate walking patterns by considering both feasibility and dynamic balance. Our simulator employs open dynamics engine 31 (ODE) for the physical calculation. The model of the robot is described by using virtual reality modeling language 32 (VRML).
We employ the greedy heuristic search similar to the algorithm proposed by Chestnutt et al. 33 to plan footsteps in complex environments. The terrain is represented by a grid of cells. Considering the computation cost, we use an approximate method to determine the collision between the environment and the feet of the robot. We enumerate a few of points under the supporting foot, and calculate the floor height of each point. These points are used to determine the contact surface and to confirm whether the surface is legal for the robot to keep its balance. The search algorithm gains good performance in planning footsteps on the terrain having a small number of obstacles. More detailed constraints are determined in the ZMP sampling search, and the unfeasible footsteps can be revised by the footstep revision algorithm.
In the first experiment, we placed the robot in the environment with two obstacles. It took 6.0 s for the robot to find a footstep plan. The walking pattern was generated within 0.9 s. Figure 11 shows the snapshots of this simulated walking task.
In the second experiment, we put a slope and two 2-cm-height boards on the floor. The robot walked through the terrain and arrived at the destination successfully. The result is shown in Fig. 12 algorithm. As shown in Fig. 13 , Steps A and B were revised because the contact surfaces of the supporting foot were detrimental to the robot's balance.
Step C was revised to avoid collision with the revised Step B. We summarized the computation time of each planning process in Table 5 . The reason why the footstep generation on Terrain A takes much longer time than Terrain B is that the heuristic search algorithm prefers to expand the footsteps which make the robot get closer to the destination. Therefore, the algorithm spends more time searching for footsteps to avoid the obstacles on Terrain A, while the footsteps only need to be slightly adjusted on Terrain B.
Harada et al. 15 proposed the kinodynamic gait planning as a method to simultaneously plan footsteps and the body motion for humanoid robots. Two similar simulated experiments were conducted. One makes the HRP-2 robot avoid an obstacle in walking, the other demonstrates a rocky cliff movement. The two experiments took 147 s and 38 s to calculate the whole motions, respectively. Unlike the kinodynamic approach, we separate the biped motion planning into three stages: footstep planning, ZMP decision, and pattern generation. This leads to a high reduction of the solution space and makes it possible for pattern feasibility checking while planning the walking.
Biped pattern generation for real Nao
Nao is designed as an economical robot for education and basic robotics research. To realize walking pattern on the real robot, we apply well-tuned compensation to each motor in order to deal with the elastic deformation of the joints. However, this may lead to low precision of the landing foot position. Therefore, we only demonstrate the walking patterns of a real Nao on a flat slope. In our experiment, a Nao robot is placed on the slope which approximately has the angle of 8
• (shown in Fig. 14) .
The ZMP sampling search is employed to plan the horizontal walking motion. We developed a software to edit footstep plans for our experiment. In this editor, the display size of the feet is reduced to 40% to give us a clearer view of the whole footstep plan. A simple step sequence is designed as shown in Fig. 15(a) . The supporting duration of each simplified step is 0.5 s, except for the first and the last step, where each has a duration of 0.1 s. The ZMP decisions and the CoM trajectory are obtained by using the ZMP sampling search algorithm and the simplified walking method. Double-support phases, height alteration, and multi-body physical properties are considered in the final walking solution (Fig. 15(b) ).
The walking patterns are performed on real robot and adjusted by using feedbacks from the gyroscope in the torso and the force sensors under the feet. As shown in the snapshots in Fig. 16 , the robot successfully realizes our preplanned walking pattern.
In the future, with the goal of letting the robot walk on uneven terrains, the robot should have smaller feet and should work with more sensor feedbacks. 
Discussion
There have been several significant studies seeking a universal solution to generate various walking motions. The "auto-balancer" 34 is successfully employed for humanoid motion planning 35 as a dynamic filter. The ZMP preview control 6 generates smooth CoM trajectory with a given ZMP trajectory. The two-stage search strategy 12 can generate complex motion on varied terrain with considering static equilibrium. The "teaching by touching" approach 36,37 can be used to develop different types of biped motion with human-robot interaction. Nonetheless, none of these works has considered both the dynamic balance and the mechanical structural limitations of the robot. The primary advantage of the ZMP sampling search is that our algorithm fully utilizes all possible ZMP placements for each step in order to find a walking solution that satisfies multiple search constraints. We conduct a four-step walking motion to demonstrate a comparison between the ZMP preview control and the ZMP sampling search (Fig. 17) . In the left-hand figure, ZMP preview control generates a continuous and smooth CoM trajectory.
However, a part of the CoM trajectory in the last double-support phase is excluded from the reachable area for the last step. This means that the patterns generated in this part cannot be achieved by the robot. Without predefined limitations and detections, the robot may fall or be damaged. In the right-hand figure, the ZMP sampling search finds another solution that satisfies the sample constraints. The pattern generated by inverse kinematics for each time step is feasible for the robot.
Our walking generator still has limitations. First, our approach works when the external torques caused by hand contacts and the difference between the planes of two supporting feet can be ignored. Second, the calculation of kinematic range is based on the assumption that there are no holes inside the reachable area. When this assumption is violated, we should be aware that the robot is working with a nonideal construction. Additional strategies should be defined to avoid generating illegal walking patterns. Finally, pattern feasibility checking is ignored when the robot is being supported by one of its legs. However we can use a simplified approach to realize the checking. Normally, the CoM trajectory in the single-support phase is inside the triangle, which is composed by the ZMP decision, the ending position of the CoM trajectory in the last double-support phase, and the beginning position of the CoM trajectory in the next double-support phase. We conclude that, when it is feasible for the robot to stand with the CoM position, which horizontally equals the ZMP decision, the whole walking motion in that single-support phase is feasible. Therefore, the feasibility checking for single-support phases can be realized simply by restricting the ZMP range. The ZMP range should be reduced when illegal gestures exist for the robot to stand above the supporting leg.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a new method to generate collision-free biped patterns in complex environments. Compared with other pattern generation approaches, we take the feasibility of the walking patterns into consideration with low computation cost. This is achieved by a simplified walking mechanism, which helps generate the CoM trajectory with the unit of a walking step, instead of one time-step of robot's working time used in usual methods. The ZMP sampling search is proposed as an efficient method, to find a simplified walking solution for a feasible footstep plan. When the given footstep plan is unfeasible, we use a sampling-based revision algorithm to modify the footstep plan.
The ZMP sampling search, footstep revision, and simplified walking can be considered as a dynamic filter in generating walking patterns according to a footstep plan. Several useful applications can be developed with the techniques proposed in this paper. First, footstep revision can be used for interactive footstep manipulation. The robot's walking steps can be specified by a human operator, while unfeasible steps are automatically revised for pattern generation. Second, our architecture can be used for the robot to imitate the footsteps of a human being. The ZMP sampling search is able to find the dynamic solution which is suited for the robot by using similar footsteps.
The ZMP sampling search is an iterative process; hence, the algorithm may be employed as an online generator by giving the robot several preview footsteps. However, the footstep revision algorithm is difficult to execute online because of the computation cost. In the future, we are interested in developing an online approach for our generator. The algorithm will be designed to work with assistance from the vision sensing of the robot. 
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